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Who the hell is King Rah?! Orchid and Damonte are faced with new drama as the snake in the
camp has yet to be identified. While embarking on a journey to track down King Rah and restore
some type of normalcy to their lives, salt is thrown into the game.Even more secrets from the past
are revealed, helping get them closer to the truth, while compounding their already pending drama.
Will D be able to put it all together to save his family? Or will Rah keep the upper hand and cause
their world to crumble around them?
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Shocking revelations happen and just as I knew who the snake was will D and Keon find out in time!
Sometimes we carrythe burdens of our parents and the history of hell between the head bosses
have carried over to the children. Orchid believed everything was working out until more danger
comes their way. preme did a number on Orchid and the payback was great! Now D and Keon have
to take out more clowns just to find King Rah. Kahlil did some fowl shid to Orchid taking Kalyia and
payback is a biotch!!! D and Keon are determined to keep their families safe at all costs!! Mama

Theresa and Byron about that life also! As new money turns up, old acquaintances come out the
wood work all to protect and serve! Who will be left standing when the dusgt blows over? I don't
know bt thank you for part 4!!!!!

Ok first of all when I started reading this book I was already thinking about my review. I was like,
"poor Khalil. Although I'm teamD, they didn't have to do him like that. He loves O so much." I was
even thinking D didn't have to stay gone all that time, this is stupid. Then like around 52%, I was like
"wait a minute, Khalil is, no he couldn't be, yep that Negro is!" It was confirm that that negro
definitely was and he was dealt with. But that ending tho. I'm not sure if I can do the next
installment, it's too much. Does anybody know what the point of it all really is?

Damn. I see the author wasn't playing with this series. It seems like each part was better than one
before. The action is back to back. There was never a dull moment in this story. This series will
have you in your feelings like you know these characters personally. My issue here was all the
errors. There were a lot and it became annoying. That needs work. It started taking away from the
story and during its good parts too. (Star taken for that) I wasn't happy about that. I see that it's not
over but hope I don't have to wait too long for it. I can't wait to read on.

Omg! The story line is awesome. Im out here looking for Damonte Dewitt. Lol! I love this series of
books. I'm ready for part 4 because the way that it ended had me pumped and ready to know what
happened. Love love love.

This was an ok read. There were SOOOOO many gramatical errors its RIDICULOUS and irritating.
Then the inconsistency. the worst was when D B ma and Keon were talking about Qua, then turn
around Keon has NO idea about what he tried to do to O. The story is ok. Typical urban street lit. I
wont be reading the 4th book.

Five stars because from the beginning I was pulled in by orchid and D .I love their bond and their
relationship. Reminds me of me and my husband. I could do without the misspelled words and what
not but over all 5 stars worthy

I was so devastated when I came to the ending of the book thinking I was about to finish getting my
read on then BAM,,,: You should've checked for a pulse bitch" I NEED MORE PLEASE HURRY

WITH PART 4

I read all three books ,I loved them. Get to the end of the third only to be hit with an open ending. If
there is s fourth. I won't be reading it. The story doesn't call for it to me. But like I said LOVED the
books
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